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White Feather on Hidden Agenda’s
Whilst White Feather and his spirit world contemporaries seldom elaborate on
the affairs of mankind, preferring instead to focus upon universal truths
which extend far beyond the boundaries of our world, more and more there
appears to growing concern in the spirit world as to the future of humanity.
After all, what man does to himself and the earth effects directly, future
generations of souls who may wish to reincarnate.
Perhaps the time is fast approaching for all of us to question whether or not
we are prepared to allow the global manipulation of our thinking, our actions
and our very way of life to be altered to suit the agenda of those whose
motives are anything but spiritual, or whether we are prepared to fight for
what we know to be our divine heritage; the truth that we are individualized,
reasoning, spiritual beings.
Here is a selection of comments made by White Feather and drawn from
recordings made at various gatherings over the last few years.
Question: “I was giving healing recently and I saw clairvoyantly the changes to
come…..people were frightened…..I was told that we should not be getting
clairvoyance when we give healing, but all the same, we don’t yet know the evil to
come. Is this true?”
White Feather: “Well let me say that thee is a great darkness which is yet to
emerge upon the earth and I don’t wish to frighten or disturb any of you. But there
are minds of the lower order which, even as I speak seek to manipulate thinking, to
direct humanity into ways of manipulation and control that would deny the divine
heritage of the spirit, which is the rightful heritage of all of you. You have to be
vigilant and aware of any form of control of your thinking and actions, anything that
erodes your freewill and freedom of thought.
You often think that you live in a democracy but you do not, because even as I
speak to you, you are controlled and manipulated in ways of which you are not
always aware. So you have to learn to be wary of the propaganda that is given to
you and to use your reasoning mind. Because certainly what you are fed through

you media, through your newspapers and your television bears little resemblance to
the reality of things and the example which you gave in the way in which healing is
sought to be controlled and manipulated is only the tip of the iceberg.
There needs to be, as I have often said, a revolution.
Not a violent, bloody
revolution, but a revolution of thought and of action where you as individuals can
take power back to your selves, not to be controlled and hand it over to
governments and companies who manipulate and whose desire is wealth and
material possessions. That is not right. The real power in your world lies within
you as individuals and when humanity collectively begins to realise that, then and
only then will there be any radical changes.
But I am afraid that there will be a
darkness which will come upon the earth before there is light. But do not despair
because there is a plan which is unfolding. These things are known and even
though man can hinder and delay and even destroy to a point, he cannot prevent
the outworking of the plan because always remember this; the universe and
everything contained within it has been devised and continues to exist through
perfect mind. The mind of the Great Spirit. Always remember that matter is
servant, spirit is master.”
Speaking about the same subject on another occasion:
Question: “You have said previously that there would be some major changes in
the world. Recently there has been some unrest in our supply of energy and
people have not responded as anticipated. Is this the start of those changes that
you anticipated?”
White Feather: “As I have already said there is an undercurrent, whether I would
use the word ‘awareness’,
I don’t know, but an undercurrent within humanity, an inkling at some level that
things are not right. That things are not as they should be. There is restlessness;
man’s spirit is restless because he knows that there are those who have another
agenda and seek to manipulate and control his spirit and his spirit will never be
subdued and controlled and forced into channels where it is never intended to go.
So there is this restlessness and there are many in your world that senses this, who
feel this vibration and don’t understand it. They don’t know why they are restless;
they just know that things aren’t as they should be. This is because of the energies
that are now coming into your world that are encouraging this and this will grow and
get stronger.”
White Feather went on to explain the difficult times that lay ahead for the
world and the forces seeking to control civilization.
“I have to say that there will be clashes, there will be unrest, there will be times
when the forces of negativity and positivity meet head on and there will be all kinds
of upset. But you know, thee has to be change in order for a new way of thinking
to be born and very often it is from the ashes that the phoenix raises. What you
are seeing is the first instances; the first flourishes if you like, the first skirmishes of
that which is to follow.

Do not misunderstand, I never advocate violence in any form, but there has to be a
challenging directive, there has to be a revolution, not a revolution that is bloody,
but a revolution of thinking, and very often this involves tearing down the old before
the new can come through.”
Continuing his theme, White Feather drew upon an analogy with nature and
explained how decay inevitably gives way to new growth:
“You know, many, many centuries ago when I was upon your earth plane we
learned how to respect nature and we learned how the elements would very often
sweep something of great beauty away, to leave a place desolate. Then we would
watch as the new shoots began to form and new life came to replace the old. And
this is how the old order of thinking in your world, which is stagnating, is beginning
to crumble.
You only have to look at religion and look at your orthodox churches, which are
more empty than full because people are beginning to question, they will no longer
accept the age old dogma and doctrine that has been spoon fed to them. They
don’t want it and it will be the same in all arenas, all areas of life. Politics, of which
I do not speak very often, will be a prime area of change because the old systems
of politics and the old way of doing things must give way to a greater and more
spiritual, charitable way of living. So what you are seeing are the first instances of
this change, but it won’t happen in your lifetime here on this earth at this time.”
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